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The FC Barcelona proclaims champion of Europe and achieved a historic triplet
He beat Juventus 1-3

Berlin / Barcelona, 07.06.2015, 11:38 Time

USPA NEWS - Barcelona is a party. After the FC Barcelona won Saturday night in the Champions League for the fifth time in its
history, after winning 1-3 at Juventus, the Catalan supporters took to the streets of the capital to celebrate an historic season.

It is the fifth Champions that FC Barcelona winning and getting the second triplet -League Spanish soccer, Copa and Champions-
after conquered in 2009. It has taken six years, but the Catalans took the opportunity to mature and become strong. Today, with a
lethal front that make up the Argentine Leo Messi, the Brazilian Neymar and the Uruguayan Luis Suarez, FC Barcelona is undoubtedly
the best team in Europe and not just because say the outcome of a final which was higher than Juve from the first whistle to end the
game.

The FC Barcelona won matches in Champions other historical European soccer teams as Bayern Munich and Liverpool English.
Relieves on the throne of another Spanish champion team, Real Madrid, who last season beat Atletico Madrid 4-1 in the final with
extension included, and so scored his tenth Champions. This year, the Catalans gave no option to their rivals and with a boundless
ambition, have won all the competitions in which they participated.

Barcelona's victory began to take shape from minute one party. After 4 minutes, Rakitic scored the first goal, missed in the second half
for Juventus with a goal by Spanish Morata (55 minutes). With spades were 1-1 up, but Luis Suarez was responsible for cooling the
hopes of the Italians to score the second goal for Barcelona 68 minutes. From there on in, there was only one team on the field. The
third goal, scored by Neymar in extension time (96 minutes), just needed to reinforce the superiority Barca and to reassure the Catalan
fans.

FC Barcelona has made history by being the only European team to have two triplets. The former won the orders of Pep Guardiola,
now coach of Bayern Munich. With Guardiola, the Catalan club lived the best period in its history, something that the current coach,
Luis Enrique, is on track to match. After the match, Xavi Hernandez, one of the historical players of Barcelona and the Spanish
Selection, with 768 games played, 25 won titles and announced his move from Barcelona at the end of this season, he raised Cup and
got the ball match.

But the final of the Champions left other data for statistics. So, Messi and Neymar at Barcelona and Cristiano Ronaldo of Real Madrid,
share the condition of top scorers in the Champions League, with 10 goals each. Among them will be, certainly, the next winner of the
Golden Boot UEFA delivering the most accurate player in front of goal. Now there are celebrations when the team arrive in Barcelona,
with the thousands of fans waiting to honor the champions.
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